
Topic 9

Modifying products & 
services for international 
markets

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Even if a product is successful in its home market there is no guarantee that it will be successful when exported to other countries. In the international market, as in the domestic market, a marketer must always establish local needs and then take them into account. Although some products have universal appeal and require little change before being offered internationally, other products have narrower appeal and must be modified before being offered to buyers in other countries. In general, it is easier and cheaper to modify a product than it is to try to change a consumer’s preference. Often this most basic of marketing concepts is ignored in international marketing. This is even more often the case when the firm becomes involved in operations offshore rather than simply exporting to other countries. When the firm ventures offshore it is faced with a need to reappraise its domestic marketing strategies so as to take into account the differing circumstances of the foreign markets and the changes such international involvement will make to the total strategic approach of the firm. International involvement will require a redefinition of the business, a leveraging of the existing capabilities of the firm and a reappraisal of the firm in relation to its competitors – not only domestic, but also foreign. Such a reappraisal will involve adopting a different approach to segmenting the market and a different strategy when positioning the product



Learning objectives

• Determine how products spread to international markets and what 
influences their adoption by consumers in other countries

• Develop specific strategies for marketing products offshore
• Recognise when to tailor products to suit the needs of customers 

in foreign markets
• Explain which aspects of the product are likely to require 

modification for international markets
• Identify when it will be necessary to develop a new product 

specifically for an international market

Presenter
Presentation Notes
After completing this Topic, you should be able to:



Learning objectives (cont.)

• Explain the increasing role of services in international marketing
• Recognise ways in which marketing services internationally differs 

from marketing goods in foreign markets
• Demonstrate how the unique characteristics of services marketing 

require a different strategic approach when introducing services 
into an international market

• Develop market entry strategies for services
• Recognise how the international marketing of industrial products 

differs from that of consumer goods
• Understand the complexities of branding in the international 

marketplace
• Create strategies to cater for different packaging requirements in 

international markets



Introduction

• Foreign markets pose distinct challenges for marketing of 
products

• Local needs and nuances are important
• Difficult to change consumer preferences in foreign 

markets
• Different segmentation and product positioning strategies 

required for foreign markets

Marketing Concept

• Find out what customers need

• Give it to them

• In a way that is profitable for use

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As we work from the Marketing Concept - there is a need for international marketers to  develop products that match local needs .



What is a product?

• A product is a collection of attributes – physical, service or 
symbolic – which yield satisfaction to the buyer or end user

• A product is anything that can be offered to a market for 
attention, acquisition, use, or consumption and that might 
satisfy a want or need.  

• Products can be physical objects, services, persons, places, 
organisations, and ideas.

• Products can be classified based on their local vs. 
international appeal

• Products can be conceptualised at five different levels or as 
consisting of five elements

Presenter
Presentation Notes
First we need to establish our definition of a product.A collection of attributes – physical, service or symbolic – that yields satisfaction to the buyer or end user. 



Product classifications

• Local products: have the potential in only one market

• International products: have the potential to be extended 
from the domestic market to a number of overseas markets

• Multinational products: offered to many international markets 
but adapted to suit the needs of each market

• Global products: designed to meet the needs of market 
segments that are the same the world over

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Products can be defined in relation to the different marketplace in which they are found.Products can be classified based on their local versus international appeallocal products – have potential in only one market e.g. Wests Tigers merchandiseinternational products – have potential to be extended into overseas markets e.g. Tim Tamsmultinational products – products offered to many international markets but adapted as required for a particular market e.g. jeans need to be adapted for local sizes and shapesglobal products – designed to meet the needs of homogenous market segments the world over. Often high tech products or industrial products which need to be standardised.



Product Levels
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Looking within a product, it can be conceptualised as having a number of Product LevelsCore Product. This concept refers to the use-benefit, problem-solving service that the consumer is really buying when purchasing a product.  Actual Product. The actual product is the tangible product or intangible service that serves as the medium for receiving core product benefits.  Five characteristics:  Quality Level refers to product performance.   Features include combinations of product attributes.   Styling consists of design and aesthetic or ergonomic aspects of the product.  Brand Name may help consumers position and identify the product.  Packaging serves to both protect the product and to promote it to consumers.Augmented Product. The augmented consists of the  measures taken to help the consumer put the actual product to sustained use.  Measures can include installation, delivery & credit, warranties, and after sale service.



Product Levels: QANTAS
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This example shows the product levels of Qantas



Individual Product Strategy Decisions

Product Attributes

Branding

Packaging

Labelling

Product Support Services

Presenter
Presentation Notes
When developing our product strategies, there are a number of elements to consider.Product Attribute DecisionsProduct Quality.  Product quality stands for the ability of a product to perform its functions.  Quality includes the attributes of overall durability, reliability, precision, ease of operations, and quality consistency -- the ability to maintain the targeted level of quality in delivering benefits to consumers.  The importance of quality has lead to widespread adoption of Demings Total Quality Management, first by the Japanese and now increasingly by U.S. firms.Product Features.   The number and combination of product features offered consumers are assessed in terms of customer value versus company cost.  Consumers seek value and need-satisfaction.  Features irrelevant to consumers are undesirable.  Also, additional features cost money to produce and higher quality features are more costly still.  Product feature decisions must be carefully tied to consumer needs and consumer perceptions of received, affordable value.Product Design.  Product design combines attention to style (appearance) with enhanced performance.  Style alone may attract attention but not improve performance.  Branding, packaging and labelling are discussed later in this topic.Product support includes advice on product choice, installation, maintenance, repair, warranties, guarantees etc



Product-level modification

• Modification may be required for:
• Competitive reasons
• Legal reasons
• Linguistic reasons
• Fiscal reasons
• Cultural reasons
• Economic reasons
• Political reasons

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Levi’s introduced their Asian-focused brand Denizen in 2010 with the iconic American clothing tailored to fit the booming Asian market. This gives them a competitive edge over manufacturers selling denim sized to fit Western customers.



Digital product categories

• Physical products
• Transaction-related products
• Virtual products

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Note the impact of technological developments such as the internet on development and diffusion of new products.Online customers can purchase physical products such as makeup from almost anywhere in the world.There are also process, or transaction related products such as airline aggregators (e.g. webjet.com)Virtual products are intangible, but provide value to customers e.g. iTunes, Microsoft Office, 



• Differs from country to country and also within countries -
ethnic diversity

• Identify product market boundaries - product use, function 
and category

• Product differentiation - change the product form or different 
promotion, branding - developed economies

• Dimensions of the product market - market saturation, 
stage in PLC, demographics

Understanding product market structure

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Before determining our product strategies, we need to undertake analysis of the product market in our home and host markets.Defining the market boundaries tells us the level of competition and demand based on how the product is used. Boundaries of a market differ from country to country. Craig et al. (200) illustrate this with soft drinks:Australian beer is considered alcohol while other markets regard it as a soft drink and may sell it in McDonaldsUSA soft drinks are fizzy drinks only but South East Asia includes fruit juices.What level of differentiation occurs in this product market? Do consumers choose based purely on price or on product attributes?Other elements of the product market that require investigation are the stage in the product life cycle, the market saturation level and the demographics of the market segments.



International product strategies: 
Diffusion and adoption

• Diffusion refers to the movement of new products to and within 
international markets

• Adoption typically involves a number of stages: awareness, 
interest, evaluation, trial and adoption

• Propensity for consumers to adopt new products varies from 
market to market

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Diffusion refers to the movement of new products to and within international markets so that they are available to customers in those markets. Typically the adoption process involves a number of stages—awareness, interest, evaluation, trial and adoption. The propensity of consumers to adopt new products varies considerably from market to market. We explored this a little in Topic 5 - Technology 



Innovation diffusion in Western and Eastern 
markets

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This figure highlights differences in diffusion between different cultures and markets.



Cross fertilisation of innovation strategies

International products benefit from being already 
launched in another market

Three key strategies:

1. Passive strategies encourage national units in the 
organisation to learn from one another

2. Pacemaking strategies create a portfolio of the best 
innovations overall in the company and offer incentives to 
persuade other divisions to adopt them

3. Participative strategies involve international taskforces 
actively leading to the creation and adoption of global 
innovations

Presenter
Presentation Notes
While the international marketer may be in the fortunate position of seeing which products survive being launched locally before deciding which ones should be launched in other countries, this is becoming increasingly impractical as product life cycles shorten, the cost of bringing new products to market escalates and global competition intensifies. Increasingly, international marketers need to be involved at the birth, if not at the conception, of new products. Their presence enables a reduced possibility of failure by ensuring that issues are addressed, such as how the innovation compares with those coming from other countries (as products involving international innovations could be future competitors in the domestic market) and what problems were encountered when products embodying these innovations were launched in other countries. According to Ambler and Styles (2000), the international manager can adopt three strategies for cross-fertilising innovation:passive—encourage various national units in the organisation to learn from each other. The international manager cross-fertilises the ideas, but contributes nothing of his or her ownpacemaking—the international manager creates a portfolio of the best innovations available throughout the organisation and uses incentives such as research funding to persuade other divisions of the company to adopt them, andparticipative—in cases where the global market demands a global product, the international manager becomes actively involved in forming/leading an international task force to come up with the desired global innovation.



Redefining the business: Overview 

• Customer benefits

• Customer segments

• Technology

• Value chain 

• Product life cycle

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Note the changing nature of firms’ benefits as they go into international markets hence their impact on redefining the business model used to enter these markets.The following slides explain each of these drivers toward changing the way we do business.



Redefining the business: 
Customer benefits

• Basic needs tend to be universal but the ways in which they are 
achieved varies across countries

• Affected by the social, economic and political environments
• Same product will have different perceived benefits in different 

countries
• Level of involvement for the same product and brand benefits 

also vary between countries 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We may need to redefine our business model for the new market based on differences in the benefit sought by our customers which our product can fulfil:Whilst some consumers’ needs may be universal, people’s ability to satisfy those needs is not.Customer benefits will vary according to whether international consumers regard the product as high-involvement or low-involvement.The same product will offer different benefits to customers in different countries due to differences in political, social and economic situations in those countries.For example, bikes in Australia are used for leisure and fitness, in China or Vietnam they are still primary forms of transport and business. In Australia we see our own car as the primary form of transport.



Redefining the business: 
Customer segments

• Same products may be offered to different customer segments in 
different markets

• Implications for the positioning strategy of the product in the 
differing markets

• Final use and positioning are a function of competition and 
consumer use

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The target segments for a particular product in the domestic market may differ from the target segments in one or more of the international markets with the same product.For example, the range of Shimano bicycles sold in China to a mass market segment would be targeted at very low end segments in Australia as they would be very basic items. Jacob’s Creek wines sold in China for New Year celebrations are fairly expensive and thus upper middle class at least, while in Australia they are affordable by a mass market.



Redefining the business: Technology

• Appropriateness of technology based products depends on 
nation’s infrastructure, education levels, R & D environment 
etc.

• Need to consider the social costs of introducing new 
technology e.g. social dislocation in the case of 
mechanisation and labour saving devices

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The amount and sophistication of technology found in a new market for research and development, as well as cultural attitude towards technology, can have a bearing on where the product is developed and/or sold.For example, does the market have consistent electrical supplies? This may lead you to include a power supply in any electrical product sold in that market.Do they have the skills and technology to maintain and repair the products?



Redefining the business: 
Value chain

• Degree to which a company can participate in the value 
chain in a foreign country will be influenced by the 
existence and relative cost of elements of the chain in that 
country

• Participation in the elements of the value chain can also be 
restricted by public policy

• Impacts on the definition of the business in different 
markets

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Production is considered a value-creating activity.Added value is achieved by converting inputs of a lesser value (e.g. raw materials) to outputs of a greater value (e.g. finished goods).The degree to which a firm can participate in the value chain in an international market, to the same or greater extent than it does in its domestic market, will be impacted upon by the existence of and relative efficiency/cost of elements of the value chain in that country. When McDonalds entered Russia, they were unable to source appropriate supplies from local farms as they would normally. This forced them to develop their own cattle farms, potato farms etc as well as the processing facilities for these products at McComplex.



Redefining the business: 
Product life cycle

• Local innovation: production

• International involvement: local product becomes an 
‘overseas innovation’

• Maturity: overseas local production 

• Worldwide imitation: no new export markets

• Reversal: developing countries produce

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A product in one stage of the product life cycle in the domestic country may be in a different stage of the product life cycle in the overseas country. This requires a reorganisation and reprioritisation of the firm’s marketing resources.The following is a five-stage description of the international product life cycle. These stages are:Local innovation. The firm in developed countries has developed an innovation because consumers are relatively affluent and have relatively unlimited wants.International involvement. With the domestic market saturated, firms look to international markets to expand sales and profits. Initially the products tend to go to markets where the psychic distance is least (see Chapter 4). Maturity. At this stage growing demand in advanced nations provides the stimulus for firms to start local production of the previously imported product in that market. Worldwide imitation. This occurs when the innovating nation runs out of new export markets and the product is now produced in many countries. Economies of scale suffer and costs in developed nations rise as export markets dry up.Reversal. This is the stage where other countries with the technology and cheaper labour costs are more efficient producers than the innovating country and these countries commence supplying the innovating country, which then ceases production. 



Leveraging capabilities

• Shared physical assets
• Undertake contract manufacturing or packaging 

• Sharing external relations
• Business networks; cooperative based business vs. 

competitive based business

• Sharing information and expertise
• Organisational knowledge - may lead to reciprocal 

trading opportunities

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A firm needs to consider what existing capabilities can be leveraged or what new capabilities can be gained from exposure in an overseas market.Shared physical assets For example, by undertaking work for another firm in the form of contract manufacture, contract package, or partial (component) manufacture. Shared external relationships The establishment of relationship networks in overseas markets is an important asset in gaining competitive advantage overseas.The network applies to all elements of the value chain.Strong business-related networks overseas lead to collaborative efforts between the network members. Shared information and expertise Costs of developing new products are escalating, providing a powerful incentive for the sharing of information and leveraging expertise overseas.The sharing of information and expertise not only applies to R&D and production activities, but also to sources of supply and marketing functions.



Modifying products for foreign markets

• Product standards and regulations 

• Measures

• Trademarks

• Climate and usage

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In some cases it may be possible to take a product made in the Asia–Pacific firm’s home market and modify it to enhance its appeal in selected foreign markets. In other cases it will be necessary to create a product from scratch for the target international market. In other situations it may be necessary to design a product to appeal to global markets from the outset. The extent to which modification of products is required will vary according to whether it is a consumer good or an industrial product. Even within these groupings the need for modification will vary according to the environmental sensitivity of the item being offered. In some instances product modifications are voluntary in order to enhance its appeal to customers; in other instances they are compulsory in order to conform to product standards or government legislation.Product standards and regulations Product standards in each country determine the extent to which products need to be modified to comply.Some countries may insist that product standards tests are conducted in the country of destination, not just the country of export.In some instances, regulations may prevent products from entering a nation. Measurement and calibration Relates to the need to modify products for sale overseas to ensure that they conform to weights and measures legislation in the overseas country (e.g. imported electrical goods conforming to Australia’s 240-volt system). Trademarks Registration of trademarks in overseas countries may be necessary to protect intellectual piracy and may necessitate modification of the product together with its branding and packaging. Climate and usage Some products may need to be modified so that they can operate effectively in climates that vastly differ from that of the home market.Climate also affects the way a product is packaged for international marketing to ensure that the product arrives at its destination safely and undamaged. This is especially the case if the product moves through a number of international intermediaries and is exposed to extreme climates during its journey from home to the international destination.



Modifying products for foreign markets (cont.)

• Language and symbolism

• Style, design, taste

• Technology issues and performance standards

• Warranty and service issues

Presenter
Presentation Notes
 Language and symbolism Packaging of a product may need to be modified to ensure that it conforms to the cultural issues of language and symbolism.Some modifications to the packaging could be for aesthetic reasons, whilst other reasons could be to conform to certain cultural values. Issues that need to be considered include: acceptability of colours, visual as opposed to written instructions, the use of several languages on the packaging and so on if the product is to be used in several countries. Style, design and taste Consumption patterns overseas may influence the size(s) of the packaging that the product is sold in. The image shows Tupperware products designed for Chinese cooking stylesColour preferences and religious or socio-cultural preferences influence labelling and packaging.Technology issues and performance standards The technical infrastructure differences between the home country and the destination country may influence the performance standards of the product.Consumers in less-developed nations may prefer products that are simpler to use and have less technological capabilities. This may also assist in keeping the product customisation costs to a minimum. Warranty and servicing issues International marketers need to ascertain what the minimum warranty and guarantee periods are for their product line in each country.A decision as to who is responsible for repairing faulty goods during the warranty and guarantee period (an intermediary or the international marketer) must be determined early in the international product planning stage.The international marketing firm should determine customer expectations on expected warranty and servicing periods early in the product planning period.



Developing products for foreign markets: Issues

• Level of technical skills 

• Level of labour costs

• Level of literacy

• Level of income

• Level of interest rates

• Level of maintenance

• Climate

• Isolation

• Different standards

Presenter
Presentation Notes
When considering the implications for developing products specifically for less-developed countries, there are a number of factors which impact on product design. These are:level of technical skills—this may necessitate product simplificationlevel of labour costs—this will impact on automation or manualisation of the productlevel of literacy—this will impact on visualisation of instructions and simplification of the productlevel of income—this will impact on the degree to which quality is built in and price chargedlevel of interest rates—this will impact on inventory holding decisionslevel of maintenance—this will impact on changes in tolerances and nature of guarantee offeredclimate—this will impact on operating conditions and packaging to protect productisolation—this will create the need for a simplified and reliable product due to difficulties and expense of repairs, anddifferent standards—this will require recalibration and resizing of the product.



Developing new products for foreign markets: 
Stages

1. Generating ideas

2. Screening ideas

3. Business evaluation

4. Product development

5. Test marketing

6. Product introduction

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The stages to be followed in developing a new product for an international market are:Generating ideas. The ideas to be generated should tap new or existing markets, complement existing product lines or improve existing products in the foreign market. Such ideas should not only come from local sources such as consumers, employees and competitors, but also from sources in both the target international market and other countries.Screening ideas. As not all ideas generated may be suitable for the selected international market, some sorting out will be necessary. compatibility with the firm’s distinctive competence, ability of the firm to convert the idea into a product offering, the export potential of the idea and the fit of the idea with the firm’s competitive position in the industry of which it is a part.Business evaluation. they may not represent the best use of funds and should be subject to a cost–benefit analysis. This analysis with respect to the selected country would consider current and potential demand, likely competitor response and potential for expansion into other markets.Product development. Details of the product are worked out and tangible and intangible benefits are specified. Considerations influencing the development of the product include its core benefits, where it is to be positioned in the foreign market and the role of the other marketing mix variables in enhancing the product’s appeal.Test marketing. This involves selecting a small section of the new international market to test consumer reaction to the product. On the basis of results from the test market, decisions can be made as to whether to launch the product in the wider market and, if so, whether any modifications are necessary to the product before the launch.Product introduction. This is the final stage of product development. Further modification might still be required. This may depend on whether reaction in the wider international market proves to be the same as in the test market, or whether the conditions under which the product is used or consumed in the target market affect the acceptability of the product or the nature of the reaction of competitors.



Standardisation vs. adaptation

Standardisation

• Common product - national, 
regional, worldwide

• Only way to compete globally 
or internationally

• Encouraged by:
• Economies - scale, 

manufacturing, marketing, 
research and development

• Convergence of tastes
• Economic integration
• Absence of competition

Adaptation

• Marketing concept
• Customer markets are very 

discriminating
• Encouraged by:

• Variation in needs and tastes
• Differing conditions for use
• Variations in affordability
• Influence of government
• Legal requirements
• Physical environment
• Level of support systems

Presenter
Presentation Notes
An ongoing debate exists within international marketing as to whether it is necessary to modify or customise a product for international markets or whether to market the one standardised product worldwide. Theodore Levitt (1983) is a strong proponent of marketing standardised products internationally. Factors that encourage product standardisation (and hence support Levitt’s thinking) include:high costs of adaptationnature of the productconvergence of tastes between countrieseconomies of scale in manufactureeconomies in research and developmentspread of technology for media and communicationseconomies in marketingeconomic integration between countriescompetition. Factors that encourage adaptation:variation in consumer needs and tastesdiffering conditions under which the products is usedvariations in the ability to afford the item being offeredgovernment influencelegal requirementsdifferent tastes and behaviours on the part of consumersphysical environmentlack of adequate support systems.



Marketing Services

• International services trade becoming increasingly important to 
economies
• Especially industrialised countries
• Services trade growing 16%/year; goods 7%/year

• The marketing of services needs to be considered separately 
from goods

• Australia becoming increasingly a service based economy
• Year 2013 - 17% exports; >70% GDP; 80% of workforce

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The international services trade is increasingly important to the economies of most countries, especially industrialised countries. As Kelly (2005, p. 106) argues, developed economies are now dominated by services rather than manufacturing, experiences are purchased and consumed as much as services, the digital bit is matching the physical atom in economic importance and connections and relationships are becoming as critical as possession and ownership.  The marketing of services in an international context needs to be considered separately from goods. This is because opportunities for growth are better and the barriers to trade in services are different from those for goods. 



Reasons for international growth in services 
businesses 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The growth of services in international trade is due to a combination of changing lifestyles, a changing world and changing technology. This is modelled in Figure 13.1 from Fletcher & Crawford (2010). In order to appreciate the intricacies of marketing services internationally, it is necessary to recognise the difference between the marketing of goods and the marketing of services. This issue is addressed in the first part of the chapter. 



The nature of services

Features of services:

• Distinguished from products - they can bring about a change 
in those that use them

• Combine both tangible and intangible elements

• Can be experiential

• Can be delivered in real time

• Can be delivered face-to-face

• Need to be taken on trust

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Services are different from products and have a number of distinguishing characteristics that are critical in their marketing. Services are anything that can be bought or sold but cannot be dropped on your foot! Services can be distinguished from products in that they can bring about a change in those who use them, as happens with education; can bring about changes to the goods to which they are applied, as with engine design; can be embedded in products, as with after-sales service on a car; or can exist on a stand-alone basis, as with a haircut.Other features of services are that they can combine both tangible (e.g. aircraft and food and drink served on board) and intangible elements (e.g. in-flight service and transportation); they can be experiential (i.e. you don’t know what you will get until it is delivered, for example an operation); they can be delivered in real time (e.g. filling a tooth); they can be delivered face to face (as with a university lecture); and often they need to be taken on trust (e.g. when you have your car serviced).



Intangibility
Services cannot be 

touched or felt

Inseparability
Production and 

consumption may 
occur at the same time

Heterogeneity
High labour content so 

output can vary in quality

Perishability
Cannot be stored

The marketing paradigm for services: 
Characteristics

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The marketing characteristics of services are:Intangibility. The fact that services often cannot be touched or felt can be compensated for by stressing the tangible cues associated with the service, by using word of mouth to promote them, by creating a strong image for the company supplying the service, and finally by having a program of post-purchase communication to lessen any feeling of cognitive dissonance.Simultaneity. Because production and consumption of many services occur at the same time and the consumer becomes part of the service, selection and training of personnel become very important. The degree of simultaneity can influence the firm’s decision to adopt a particular mode of international market entry and the less the degree of simultaneity between production and consumption, the more likely it is that the mode of entry will involve some degree of direct investment (Jack 2006, p. 62).Heterogeneity. Because of the high labour content in the provision of most services, output can vary in quality. This can be reduced by customising the service (as with ladies’ hairdressing) or by industrialising it (as with carpet cleaning).Perishability. Because services cannot be saved or stored, it is necessary to devise strategies to cope with fluctuating demand. These might take the form of having a flexible pool of part-time employees to call on at periods of peak demand, as in the hotel industry, or by implementing yield management strategies, as with airlines.



The marketing paradigm for services: Types

• People-processing services
• People become part of the production process

• Possession-processing services
• Adding value to physical products

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In addition to the 4Ps of marketing (product, price, placement and promotion), there are additional unique attributes associated with services. These are:people processing – consumers become part of the production process that becomes simultaneous with consumption e.g. hair cutspossession processing – involves doing something to physical products to improve their value to customers e.g. car maintenance or repair



The marketing paradigm for services: Types (cont.)

• Mental stimulus processes
• Adding value to the mind e.g.: 

• education
• professional advice
• entertainment

• Information-based services
• Collection, interpretation and transmission of data

Presenter
Presentation Notes
mental-stimulus processing services – involves services that interact with the mind e.g. a Pink concertInformation-based services – the collection, interpretation and transmission of data to create value. E.g. H&R Block completing your tax return



Services marketing mix

1. Product
2. Price 
3. Promotion
4. Place
5. People (personnel)
6. Physical facilities 

(evidence)
7. Processes

Presenter
Presentation Notes
With these extra and unique dimensions of services, it is necessary to extend our marketing mix strategies to include a further 3 items:One point to note, as most products sold include some element of service (customisation, delivery, maintenance etc.) it can be a great idea to research strategies for all 7Ps when developing your international marketing plan.



The Content of Services Marketing and 
Delivery

Involves
• Traditional marketing

• Internal marketing

• Relationship marketing

Heavy emphasis on training people to provide good service

Involves backstage or invisible elements

Low contact service  uses a variety of methods of service 
delivery

• Mail

• Self-service equipment

• Phone, computer, fax

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The service encounter involves not only traditional elements of marketing but also marketing within the organisation. Because of the high involvement of people in the supply of the service, there will need to be considerable emphasis within the company on training people to provide the service and the development of a service culture within the firm. It will also involve a greater emphasis on relationship marketing than is necessary when simply dealing with goods, because services marketing emphasises retaining and managing relationships with customers on an ongoing basis, especially when there is a face-to-face element in the service provision.The delivery of services typically involves backstage or invisible elements such as the kitchen in a restaurant, and on-stage or visible elements such as the actual meal, the table setting and the waiter service. In general, the backstage elements are low in contact with the customer whereas the on-stage elements are high in contact with the customer. Services will vary according to the extent to which they are low contact or high contact and this will affect the relative weight given in the firm to the operations system to provide the service, the system to deliver the service and the system to market the service. 



Models of service quality

Nordic Model (Gronroos 1990)

Three components of service quality:

1. Technical: quality of the outcome of service performed

2. Functional: quality of the performance and reputation

3. Reputational: quality of the service organisation’s image

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Quality is a particularly important issue in the delivery of services, because of the previously discussed aspect of heterogeneityThere are 2 well-known models of service quality. The first is the Nordic model which illustrates three components of service quality. These are technical (the quality of the outcome of a service performance), functional (the quality of the performance of the service) and reputational (the quality of the service organisation’s image). The Nordic model stresses understanding customer expectations and developing a service delivery system that meets them.



Models of service quality (cont.)

SERVQUAL model (Parasuraman et al. 1988)

Identifies five components of service quality:
1. Reliability: the ability to consistently provide the service

2. Assurance: knowledgeable employees who convey trust 
and confidence

3. Tangibles: the appearance of the physical equipment, 
personnel and communication materials

4. Empathy: provision of a caring approach and attention to 
customers

5. Responsiveness: helping customers and providing 
prompt service

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The SERVQUAL Model (Parasuraman et al. 1988)— identifies five components of service quality. These are reliability (ability to perform the promised services dependably and accurately), assurance (knowledgeable employees who have the ability to convey trust and confidence), tangibles (the appearance of the physical equipment, the personnel and of the communication materials), empathy (provision of a caring approach involving individualised attention to customers) and responsiveness (helping customers and providing prompt service). An instrument to measure SERVQUAL, consisting of 44 items, has been developed to go with the application of this model.



Service Dominant Logic (SDL)
Vargo and Lusch (2004)

SDL caters for
• the application of specialised competencies
• the collaborative process of co-creation in the exchange
• value creation being due to knowledge and skills of the 

providers rather than in the actual goods that are 
exchanged

Service is the dominant logic for marketing because it is the 
process of doing something that is valued for someone 
rather than what producers create and then deliver to their 
customers.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Recently a new view of services marketing evolved which took the position that it is not appropriate to view services in the same way as products (i.e. from a product dominant logic perspective) as there is a specific service dominant logic (SDL) which is more appropriate for marketing. This SDL caters for: (a) the application of specialised competencies; (b) the collaborative process of co-creation in the exchange; and (c) value creation being due to knowledge and skills of the providers rather than in the actual goods that are exchanged.According to Vargo and Lusch (2004), service is the dominant logic for marketing because it is the process of doing something that is valued for someone rather than what producers create and then deliver to their customers. In this vein, goods are appliances for the delivery of services. This SDL is reflected in the fact that increasingly firms are design and market driven with the actual production being outsourced, often to firms in other countries. 



Modes of exporting services 

Cross border
• The service is delivered to an international customer without 

the supplier being present

Consumption abroad
• International customer comes to the supplier’s country to 

receive the service e.g. tourism, education

Commercial presence
• Supplier establishes an office, appoints a representative or 

develops a partnership overseas 

Movement of natural persons
• Employees of the supplier travel to the foreign country to 

deliver the service

Presenter
Presentation Notes
There are four ways of exporting services internationally. They are:Cross border. The service is delivered to a customer internationally without the supplier being present, e.g. Youtube offerings or iTunesConsumption abroad. The international customer comes to the country of the supplier of the service to receive that service, as with tourism and education.Commercial presence. The supplier establishes an office in the foreign country, appoints a representative or develops a partnership in that country e.g. CSU has partners in China, Cambodia etc who provide CSU subjects and degrees.Movement of natural persons. The employees of the supplier travel to the foreign country to deliver the service e.g. when a doctor travels to Hong Kong to perform specialised surgery



• General internationalisation including the ‘hollowing out’ 
effect

• Decreased government regulation

• Social changes - rising expectations and greater affluence

• Business trends - spread of franchising and international 
standards for services   

• Advances in technology - rationalisation of services activities 
on a global basis

International services marketing: Issues

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The transformation of the services economy has stimulated the international marketing of services. Issues to be considered include:internationalisation in general – has caused low-tech, labour-intensive operations being transferred to labour-intensive nations, resulting in demand for value-added intelligence services necessary to support a high-tech manufacturing sectordecrease in government regulation – mainly due to the influence of the World Trade Organization (WTO)social changes – increase in expenditure on leisure activities and quality of life brought about by rising affluence in some parts of the world has led to an increase in demand for various services internationallybusiness trends – includes the trend in international franchising and the creation of international standards for services such as ISO 9000advances in technology – technology has cut through the constraints on provision of services traditionally imposed by national boundaries.



• Market seeking 
• Firms seek new markets with growth potential

• Client following
• Following clients into overseas market to provide the same 

services as they do domestically

• Domestic market pressure
• Occurs when the domestic market becomes saturated and 

pressure forces the provider to go international

• Unsolicited orders
• International clients approach the supplier

Drivers of internationalisation: 
Firm level

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Drivers can be divided into drivers at the firm level and drivers at the industry level. Within each category are a number of specific drivers. These apply to the marketing of both goods and services. Their application to services is outlined below.Market seeking. This usually involves small and medium-sized service exporters seeking new markets because of their apparent higher growth potential.Client following. This involves service firms following their Asia–Pacific clients into new international markets to provide the same services as they do in domestic markets. This often happens in the mining industry, for example when a firm supplying Rio Tinto in Australia supplies their operation in Indonesia.Domestic market pressure. This occurs when the domestic market becomes saturated and there is pressure from forces within the market for the service provider to go international. This has happened in the Australian and New Zealand education systems.Unsolicited orders. These usually result from the service firm having an international reputation or a technology that is innovative and which has application to an international project. For example, Australian land titling firms receive unsolicited inquiries from managers of urban development schemes in Asia because of Australia’s reputation in this field.



Drivers of internationalisation: 
Industry level

• Common customer needs

• Scale economies

• Government drivers

• Competition drivers

• Information technology drivers

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Common customer needs. In general, standardisation is less likely with services than with goods. Within services, the potential for standardisation is greater the less the provider is involved in the delivery because this increases the extent to which customer needs are likely to have more features in common (e.g. telecommunications, software and DVDs).Scale economies. These are driven by the opportunity to spread fixed costs. With services, such economies are more likely to come from standardised processes than from a physical concentration of activities.Government drivers. These can take the form of incentives from your own government for exporting services, as with the Australian Export Market Development Grants Scheme, or barriers placed in the way of services exports by the government in the foreign market to protect local service industries.Competition drivers. These often occur because the service provider finds it necessary to go international in order to protect its position in the domestic market, especially if costs can be lowered. If the service provider does not take this step, then there is an increased risk that firms in foreign markets may use that market as a base from which to enter the firm’s home market. This has been a motive behind several Australian insurance firms going into Asia.Information technology drivers. The ability to centralise information hubs on a global basis is a motive because it strengthens the firm’s competitive position. Rupert Murdoch’s involvement in satellite TV in order to monopolise sports coverage is an example of this factor



Issues in services exports

• Delivery issues

• Infrastructure requirements

• Direct contact needs

• Greater protectionism

• Economies of location

• Quantifying international services trade

Presenter
Presentation Notes
When firms engage in international trade in services they face most of the same problems as they would with international trade in goods. There are, however, a number of additional problems that influence firms’ international marketing strategies:Delivery issues. Unlike goods, the export of services can also be inbound. This happens when the recipient of the service enters the provider’s country to receive the service (e.g. tourism and education). In some cases the international services export can be inbound (e.g. telemedicine) or outbound (e.g. surgeon flies to another country to perform the operation).Infrastructure requirements. Services exports are often dependent on the presence of an existing infrastructure in the new market. Taking tourism as an example, there is a need for the existence of airports and resorts in the country before tourists can be attracted to the market. Direct contact needs. When the export of services involves simultaneous production, exchange and consumption there is a need for much more face-to-face contact and for buyer and seller to be in the same location. The Asia–Pacific firm has to supply the service in person direct to the foreign market because it cannot be shipped there and, when direct contact is involved, each service transaction is unique. In these circumstances controlling quality is likely to be a greater problem than with goods. Greater protectionism. Government often regards the service sector of its economy as having special cultural or strategic significance. It strives to protect this sector via the use of non-tariff barriers or by prohibiting investment in service sectors of the economy. Given the dependence of services delivery on people, restrictions on the movement of people such as visa and immigration requirements often impact on the ability to export services, especially when the delivery of the service takes place in another country. Economies of location. Because services tend to be more jointly demanded, supplied and consumed than goods, there is advantage to be gained from concentrating some service activities in certain cities or in certain countries. The creation of ‘technology parks’ is an example of this. Quantifying international services trade. One of the problems with services exports is that they have not received the same focus of attention as goods exports do. Possibly this is because media and government tend to underplay export achievement in the services sector due to their embedded nature. Certainly this factor, together with their intangibility and their variability in location of delivery, have made it difficult to measure accurately the volume of services exports.



More culturally sensitive than goods - delivered in real time and are 
people specific

• Relationship with nature

• Relationship with time

• Relationship with activity

• Relationship with others

Services exports and cultural sensitivity

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Generally, services are more culturally sensitive than goods. Specific implications of culture on the service encounter include:Relationship with nature. In cultures where the tendency is to avoid uncertainty the customer seeks more control over the service encounter.Relationship with time. The service encounter is likely to be influenced by whether the orientation of the culture is towards the past, the present or the future, and how rigid is their concept of time.Relationship with activity. Context influences whether the customer for the service places emphasis on the process (as in high-context cultures) or on the outcome of the service delivery (as in low-context cultures).Relationship with others. In high-context cultures, frontline employees are more likely to respond to the wishes of the customer, whereas in low-context cultures they are more likely to implement management directives regardless of customer wishes (e.g. whereas hotel check-in staff in Asia tend to be polite and, where possible, flexible, in Europe such staff are often inflexible and abrupt in manner, citing company regulations).



Services marketing and standardisation (cont.)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Standardisation of services is harder than standardisation of goods due to the people element of service deliveryTable 13.3 is comparing the source of the service with the type of service provider. The more local the service provider and the more local the delivery of the service, the less likely the service is to be amenable to standardisation. Examples of services falling in cell 1 would be the local restaurant; in cell 2 selling insurance via a local agent; in cell 3 offering a Mastercard credit card via a local bank; and in cell 4 TNT parcel express.



Services and international market entry modes

Options include:
• Exporting
• Licensing
• Franchising 
• Joint ventures
• Direct investments

Final service influenced by government regulation and pressure 
for local involvement

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Entry strategies into international markets are a trade-off between:riskrewardcontrolprofit potential. The international firm will select a market entry strategy based on the extent to which they manage each of the above factors.



Categorisation of services exports: By function

Facilitational service exports

• Logistical e.g. transport, communication, construction, 
computers, information

• Support e.g. finance and insurance

Traded service exports

• Business services e.g. consultancy, advisory, technical, 
government, royalties, licenses

• Consumer services e.g. hospitality, health, education, travel

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Facilitational service exports – services such as logistics (transportation, construction, communication and computers and information) or support services (e.g. insurance and finance). These assist the process of export for physical goods or services.Traded service exports can be either business services (e.g. advisory services, consultancies, technical services, licensing) or consumer services (e.g. health, hospitality, travel and education).



Services export categories: 
Stage of market development

• Infrastructure-related services exports

• Adaptive services exports

• Advanced services exports

• Tourism exports

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Services can also be categorised according to the different stages of development in overseas countries. The main categories are:Infrastructure-related services exports. These are essential for a nation’s industrialisation and the flow is usually from a provider in a middle-income country to a buyer in a low-income country.Adaptive services exports. These are services exports that facilitate trade (often computer-aided) and because of the technology involved the flow tends to be from high-income or middle-income countries to countries with growing middle classes such as Thailand.Advanced services exports. These are generally high-tech or information-based exports and the flow is from middle-income to high-income countries or from one high-income country to another.Tourism exports. Because of the importance of levels of disposable income for tourism, the flow tends to be from high-income to middle- and low-income countries.



Australian trade in services

International marketing of education
• Second largest services export
• Signs of increasing international competition

International marketing of tourism
• Australia’s largest services export
• Increasingly competitive market
• Benefits from clean green image 

International retailing and wholesaling
• Motivation - desire to spread risks, a need to form 

international alliances

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Services are an important part of the economy. The main sectors for Australia are tourism, passenger transport, education and financial and insurance services.



Major services markets

www.dfat.gov.au

Major Import Sources

Major Export Destinations

Presenter
Presentation Notes
http://www.dfat.gov.au/publications/stats-pubs/trade-in-services-australia-2013-14.pdf
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http://www.dfat.gov.au/publications/stats-pubs/trade-in-services-australia-2013-14.pdf



International marketing of professional services

Accountancy:
• Licensing and qualification requirements 

• Requirements for foreign accountancy firms to enter into joint 
ventures

• Differences in accounting standards

Legal:
• Restrictions on foreign lawyers providing some legal services

• Geographical restrictions on licences 

• Difficulty in gaining recognition of qualifications 

• Restrictions on foreign firms associating with local firms

Australian trade in services (cont.)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Globalisation has been a major force behind Australia’s exporting of business and professional services since 1997.Some firms have ventured internationally because their clients have done so.Australia’s key export services are:accounting and legal servicestechnical servicescomputer servicesmarketing and business management services.



Australian trade in services (cont.)

Technical services
• Architectural, surveying, consulting engineering, other 

technical services

Computer services
Marketing and business management services

• Advertising 

• Commercial art and display

• Market research 

• Business administration

• Business management services



Creating a global product

• Design a product which can be offered in overseas as 
well as domestic markets virtually simultaneously

• Products must not be culturally sensitive

• ‘Born global’

• Transnational companies

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Creating a global product involves designing a product that can simultaneously be offered globally and domestically.It is the middle ground between the ‘product standardisation versus product customisation’ debate.Products that are not culturally sensitive are likely to be offered internationally with little or no modification.Global products should have a global a universal utility and be able to be used in all countries



Marketing industrial products internationally

Unique features of industrial marketing
• Product usually purchased as a factor of production
• Derived demand
• Demand is often reciprocal
• Relatively few buyers

Buyers value service, performance reliability and cost 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Firms marketing industrial products internationally face similar problems to those encountered when marketing consumer goods.Demand for industrial goods is characterised by four features:industrial products are usually purchased for reuse in creating other productsdemand for industrial goods is derived from that of consumer goods demand for industrial products is reciprocal i.e. purchase products from each otherdemand for industrial products rests in the hands of only a few buyers.



Industrial buying decisions

Influenced by a wide group of people:
• Initiator
• Decider
• Influencer
• Gatekeeper
• User
• Purchaser

Industrial buying situation influenced by: 
• Extensive problem solving
• Limited problem solving
• Routinised purchasing behaviour

Presenter
Presentation Notes
B2B marketing is more complex in that numerous people are often involved in any purchase decision. Thus, finding the right person with the decision power and adapting your sales presentation to fit PESTLE variations can be a long and complex process.



• Characteristics of buyers
• Cultural norms; use of relationships

• International market potential
• Level of economic or industrial development; cheap labour; capital 

spend

• Targeting decision-makers

• Government control
• Nature of regime; business-government relationships

Features of the international market for 
industrial products

Presenter
Presentation Notes
There are unique features of international markets for industrial products. The most important of these are:



• Service support
• Developing countries and high support products

• Direct contact between buyer and seller
• Intermediaries; sales office; contact-control issue; trust

• Terms of Sale
• Long contractual periods; may include credit terms or countertrade

Features of the international market for industrial 
products (cont)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Service support – can your customers maintain/upgrade the machines you sell without your support? This can be a problem in nations with limited education systems. Direct contact – some cultures will demand face to face meetings to build a relationship before a deal can be done. They are also likely to require more direct contact during the relationship rather than only at the point of sale.Terms of sale – must be negotiated and fit the customer, your firm and the influencing PESTLE factors. 



Brand names - critical element in making an impact 
on the customer

Building global brands

• Standardised product
• Economies
• Access to distribution channels and intermediaries
• Decide appropriate brand image to project

Branding for international markets

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A brand is a name, term, symbol, sign, design or combination of these, created with the objective of differentiating the offering from those of competitors. A brand can also reduce the search costs for the buyer.Building a global brand also usually involves creating or having a partially or totally standardised product. Its success depends on a growing convergence of consumer tastes and the coordination of global promotion. One of the advantages of global branding is economies of scale in advertising—creating a uniform image that appeals to globe-trotting consumers. Global brands are also important in accessing the best distribution channels and intermediaries in other countries. In developing global brands it is necessary to decide what brand image to project. This is often referred to as the brand’s personality. Countries in which the degree of separation between high and low power-distance individuals is great (e.g. China), brand images should stress social and sensory needs.In individualistic countries:brand images should stress social and sensory needsbrands should have unique, distinct and consistent characteristics.In collectivist countries:brand personality should be projected as part of the wider social environment.



Measures to determine if a brand is global

1. Dominates the domestic market, which generates cash 
flow to enter new markets

2. Meets a universal consumer need

3. Demonstrates balanced country-market coverage

4. Reflects a consistent positioning worldwide

5. Benefits from positive country of origin image  

6. The focus is on the product category

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Quelch (1999) proposed six measures by which a brand might be judged as global. These are:



Branding for international markets

Modification of brand names:
• Translation

• Transliteration

• Transparency

• Transculture

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Czinkota and Ronkainen (1998) offer the following suggestions in connection with the appropriateness of a brand name in overseas markets:Translation – translate directly into foreign languageTransliteration – same meaning but may sound/look different, e.g. bao ma = BMWTransparency – meaningless – Victa, KodakTransculture – foreign sound to link to stereotype – e.g. Petit Miam



Branding for overseas markets

Brand name strategies:
• Use the same brand name worldwide
• Modify the brand name in each market
• Different names in different markets
• Company name as a brand name

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Brand name strategies For a firm operating in a number of markets or on a global basis, a range of options are available. These include:use the same brand name worldwidemodify the brand name in each marketuse different names in different marketsuse the company name as a brand name.



Packaging and labelling

Main functions of packaging:

• Protection
• Travels longer distances, handled and transferred more 

frequently

• Involves change in climate and temperature

• High incidence of pilfering

• Promotion
• Vehicle for promotions

• Cultural sensitivities

• Convenience
• Applies for intermediaries and consumers

• Compatible with storage facilities and user’s household

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Protection. Protecting the product is particularly important in international marketing as the product usually travels longer distances, is handled and transferred more frequently and its transit involves changes in both climate and temperature to a greater extent than in the domestic markets. The degree to which packaging will need to be different for exported products will depend on transit time, mode of transport and transportation conditions. Another problem affecting packaging requirements is the higher incidence of pilfering in a number of international markets. Promotion. Packaging can also act as a vehicle for promoting the product or the company’s image in international markets. The same cultural sensitivities that are taken into account with labelling should also be observed when designing the outer package. The size and the shape of the package can be important for those markets where the goods are displayed in or sold from the outer container and where the package in an empty or after-use form still has value. There should be consistency between the colours, messages and logos used on both the product and the outer packaging so as to maximise the packaging’s promotional value.Convenience. This applies to both intermediaries in the international distribution channel and the final consumer. For the intermediary convenience is a matter of ease of handling, ease in opening to facilitate bulk-breaking, conformity to shelf layouts, efficient pricing and retail labelling, and protection of the product. From the consumer’s point of view, the package should be one that is easy to carry or shift, is aesthetically pleasing and, where appropriate, has use or assembly instructions that are clearly illustrated or written in the consumer’s language. The packaging should be in a form that is compatible with storage facilities in the user’s household.
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Strawberries at the supermarket in China.



Next week

Lecture: International pricing & distribution strategies

Readings: 
• Ch 14 & 16 Fletcher & Crawford 2013
• See Interact
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